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INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS note, we shall deal with the following problem by a homological method. 
Problem. Let aI, . . . ,a, E [S2, W”] be the homotopy classes of maps of S* into a 
4-manifold W. When are these elements realizable by disjoint PL embeddings or by 
disjoint topological embeddings? 
In order to get a necessary condition, we introduce a notion of s-separability of 
2-homology classes for every non-negative integer s in §I. In $2, the Lie algebras of 
groups and spaces are defined and a key lemma will be proved. After these pre- 
parations, we establish our main theorein (Theorem 3) in 93 which says that the 
existence of an s-separable basis of the 2-homology group of W implies the freeness 
of the Lie algebra of c?W in a range. 53 and 84 are devoted to proving the main 
theorem. In 95, we shall prove that 2-homology classes of W which are realizable by 
disjoint topological embeddings of S* are s-separable for every s L 0. This theorem 
leads us to an example of CY,, . . . ,an E [S*, W4] for a certain simply connected 
smooth 4-manifold W4 with the property that these elements are not realizable by 
disjoint topological embeddings, but every n - 1 elements of them are realizable by 
disjoint smooth embeddings. In fact, these n elements are not s-separable for any 
s -> n - 1. (Matsumoto [8] has constructed such an example for n = 3 in another way.) 
This example is detected by the Milnor b-invariants via our main theorem, and the 
relation between s-separability and p-invariants will be given in 06. 
91. DEFINITION AND THE STATEMENTS OF RESULTS 
In the first place, we define the notion of separability of 2-dimensional homology 
classes of a 4-manifold, and consider the case in which the 4-manifold is the 
handlebody associated to a polygonal link in S3. 
Definition 1. Let W be a connected PL 4-manifold. Then an n-tuple ((Y,, - - - ,a”) 
of homology classes ai E H2( W, R) is said to be (s,, - . . &)-separable (Si: non- 
negative integer), if there exist subpolyhedra Kim’s (i = 1, - * * ,n; -m = 0, * * * ,Si) of W 
which satisfy the following conditions @-(iv): 
(i) ai is contained in the image of the homomorphism L*: H2(Ki,; R)+ Hz( W, R) 
induced by the inclusion L. 
(ii) Kio C Ki] C f ’ ’ C Kisi. 
(iii) Ki,$ II Kj, = qb if i# j. 
(iv) The natural homomorphism HI(Ki, ; R) + H,(Ki,,+,; R) induced by the inclusion is 
the zero homomorphism for m = O,l, . * . ,s; - 1. 
Furthermore, we say that (a,, * * * ,a,) is strongly (s,, . * . ,S,)-separable if the 
following condition (iii)‘, which is stronger than (iii), is satisfied: 
(iii)’ Ki, n K,,, = f#~ if i# j. 
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Abbreviation: ((Y,, * * - ,a,) is said to be (resp. strongly) s-separable iff it is (resp. 
strongly) (s,, * . * ,s,)-separable with sI = - * * = s, = s. 
Remark 1. If fi:- S2+ W4 (i= 1, * * . ,n) are disjoint PL embeddings, then the 
n-tuple of their homology classes ([f,(S’)l, * * * ,[fn(S2)]) is strongly s-separable for 
every integer s 2 0. In fact, the conditions in the above definition are satisfied by taking 
Kim =fi(S2) (m = O,l, * ’ ’ ,S). 
Remark 2. Suppose that W4 is oriented and connected. Then, ((Ye,. . . ,a,) is 
O-separable iff ai * cq = 0 for i# i. 
Proof. The condition ai * q = 0 follows directly from the O-separability condition. 
We have only to show the “if” part. For each i, let fi be a locally flat oriented closed 
connected 2-submanifold of W which represents the homology class ai. We can 
assume that F,, . . . ,F, are mutually transverse by the general position argument. 
Since [File [q] = 0 (i# i), we have the same number of the plus and minus inter- 
section points of Fi with Fj; we denote them by pl, * * - ,pk and ql,. . . ,qk. Let y be a 
Fig. 1. 
simple arc on Fj joining pI and ql. Making a surgery on Fi by the l-handle along y as 
in the Fig. 1, we obtain FT which has 2k-2 intersection points with Fh Modifying Fi 
successively, we get a connected 2-submanifold Fi(i = 1, - * - ,n) with [Fi] = [Fi] = ai 
and Fi fl 4 = +(i# j). This means that (a,, * * * ,a”) is O-separable. 
Definition 2. Let L = U GlLi be a tame link in S3 = aD4 with n components 
L,, - * * ,L,. Then W, denotes a 2-handlebody of dimension 4 obtained by attaching 
.2-handles along Li’s to the 4-disc D4 with zero framings, i.e. 
W, = D4 U ( U:==,(Df x of)), (Df: 2-discs) 
where Li x 0: are mutually disjoint tubular neighbourhood of Li = L; X 0, Li X 1 
is the longitude of Li C S3 and S3 tl (Df X 05) = c?D~ X Df = Li X Df. Furthermore, 
a(Li) = [Ei U CL,] E H2( W; 2) (i = 1,. * . ,n) denotes the 2-homology class cor- 
responding to the component Li, where Ei = Df x 0 is a core of the 2-handle Df X Df 
and CLi is a cone of Li in D4. 
PROPOSITION 1. In Definition 2, (a(L,), . . . ,a(L,)) forms a basis of H,(W,;Z). 
Furthermore, if L is PL cobordant to a boundary fink, then (a(L,), . . . ,a(L,)) is 
s-separable for every s r 0. 
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Proof. The first half is a direct consequence of Definition 2. Realize a cobordism 
B = L x I of L to a boundary link L’ in a collar neighbourhood S3 x I of S3 = S3 X 0 in 
D4 such that B = U L,Bi, L’ = U y=, L{, JBi = Li U L:, and let Fi be a Seifert surface 
bounding L: in S3 x 1 with Fi fl 6 = +(i# j). Let CE be the subcone of O4 = CS3 = 
S3 X I U C(S3 X 1) spanned by fi and let Ki, = Ei U Bi U E(i = 1, * . * ,n), Kim = 
Ki, U CF;(i= l;.. ,n; m 1 1). Then Ki, represents a(Li) by Definition 2, and these 
polyhedra Kim’s satisfy the conditions (iti( This implies that (a(Li), * * * ,a(L,)) is 
s-separable for every s 10. 
Fig. 2. 
Remark 3. If the link L is a boundary link, then the Milnor p-invariants [lo] of L 
vanish [4]. 
One of the significant results of this note is the following 
THEOREM 1. Let L be a link in S’ with n components, and assume that the rational 
2-homology group H2( WL; Q) satisfies the following condition: 
(*) For every integers 2 0, there is a basis of Hz( WL; Q) which is s-separable. Then 
all the Milnor PAnvariants of L vanish. 
We postpone the proof of Theorem 1 until 04 after establishing our main theorem 
in 03. 
Theorem 1 and Remark 1 imply immediately the following 
COROLLARY 1. If there exist disjoint PL embeddings fi: S’-+Int W,(i = 1, * . . ,n) so 
that Lf,(S*)], . . + .[f,(S*)l form a basis Hz( W; Q), then all the Milnor fi-invariants of 
the link L vanish. 
Moreover, we shall prove in §S, the following topological version of Remark 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let W be a PL 4-manifold and fi: S2+ W(i = 1,. . * ,n) be disjoint 
topological embeddings. Then, the n-tuple ([fI(S2)], * . . .Lfn(S2)]) is strongly s-separ- 
able for every s 2 0. 
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COROLLARY 2. If there exist disjoint topological embeddings fi: S2+ 
Int W,(i = 1, * * * ,n> so that [f,(S*)], * * * ,[f,,(S’)] form a basis of I&( Wr; Q), then all the 
Milnor ii-invariants of the link L vanish. 
Example 1. Let L = Lcp’ be Milnor’s link [lo] given by the following figure 3, 
where I,“’ is the Whitehead link. 
Fig 3 L@) for p = 4. . . 
Then, (a(LJ, a(Lz)) is strongly (m, p - l)-separable for any m 2 0, but not (2p + l)- 
separable. 
Proof of the separability. In W,, let K,, = El U CL, (Ei is a core of the ith 
a-handle), and let K*,,,(m = 0, . - * ,p - 1) be as in Fig. 4 (Kz,i+l is a polyhedron which 
kills H,(Kzi; Z) = Z in D4). 
Then the Kii’s satisfy the condition of the strong (m, p - l)-separability. (Non- 
separability of Example 1 and the next Example 2 are provided in 56 by using our main 
theorem and the computation of their Milnor fi-invariants.) 
These holes bound 
Z-discs in D4. 
I \ . 
K20 
Fig. 4. 
added parts lying in D4 
Example 2. Let L = LCq’(q ~3) be Milnor’s link [9] given by the following Fig. 5. 
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,(61 
2 
,(6) 
3 L(t) 
,(6) 
5 
Fig. 5. Lcq'for q =6. 
Then, in W,, any q - 1 elements of (cu(L,), . - * ,a(L,)) are realizable by disjoint 
smooth embeddings from S’, but (a(~?,,), . . * * ,a(L,)) is not (q - I)-separable. 
Proof of separability. The separability of q - 1 elements follows since any q - 1 
components of the link LCq’ are isotopic to the trivial link. 
52. ASSOCIATED LIE ALGEBRAS AND PROOF OF THE KEY LEMMA 
Throughout 32-4 and 56, we assume that R is a subring with unit of the rational 
number field Q. 
For any group G, set TIC = G and r4+r G = [r,G, G], &G = T,G/l-‘,+,G (q = 
172, ** -1, and consider the associated Lie algebra ZJG; R) = {Y?JG; R)}z=,, 
&(G; R) = _5$G@R of G over R. 
For a topological space X, we choose a subset A of X which intersects every path 
component X, of X at one point at and consider the fundamental group r,(X U 
CA, *) (CA is an abstract cone of A with base point *, i.e. X fl CA = A), which is 
isomorphic to the free product of all the fundamental groups ‘q(Xk, ck). 
Then, since the reduction of T,G to ZqG = I’,G/[T,G, Cl removes the effect of 
conjugation by elements of G, we see immediately the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. We can define 3*(X; R) = Z*(r,(X U CA, *); R) for any space X 
independently of the choice of A, and obtain a functor SJ- ; R) from the category of 
spaces (without base points) to the category of graded Lie algebras over R. 
Now we can formulate the following 
PROPOSITION 3. (KEY LEMMA) Suppose that a sequence 
of polyhedra and maps satisfies the following conditions (i) and (ii), where the 
coeficient ring R is a subring with unit of Q: 
(i) fi*: HI(Xi_l; R)-,H,(Xi; R) is an isomorphism for i = 1,2,. . - ,n. 
(ii) For fi*: Hz(Xi-I; R)*Hz(X,; R), it holds that Im(fi2Pfi-ld = 
ItIlfi*(i = 2, * . . ,n). 
Then 
fi*: zq(Xi-1; R)+3q(X;R) 
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Definition 3. Such a seq Ice of polyhedra satisfying 
Proposition 3 will be called 1M-tower over R. 
.1, L. 
the conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Proof of Proposition 3. In the first place, we prove Proposition 3 by assuming 
R = 2. For i 2 0, choose a subset Ai of Xi which intersects every path component of 
Xi at one point, and set Gi = nl(Xi U CAi, *) (i = 1, * . . ,n). Then we may assume 
fi(A;-1) C Ai by deforming fi in its homotopy class if necessary. Thus fi induces a 
homomorphism fi*: G;_+Gi(i = 1, . . * ,n). Since 2,(X; 2) = H,(X; Z) by definition, 
the conclusion for 4 = 1 is identical with assumption (i). Let 4 > 1 and assume as 
induction hypothesis that fi*: p,Gi-, + Z,Gi is an isomorphism for j + r s n + 1, 15 
r< q. 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
I fj* I fj* 1 fi* 
Applying the five lemma to the above diagram by taking r = 1,2, . . * , min(n + 1 - 
j, q - 1) inductively, we obtain 
(*) fj*: Gj_l/I’,+,Gj_l = Gj/rr+lGj is an isomorphism for j + r I n + 1, 1 5 r < q. 
Now let i + q 5 n + 1 and consider the following commutative diagram: 
H2C-G1) + WGi-Jr,Gi-1) + r4Gi-Jrq+,Gi_, + H,(Xi_,) + H,(Gi_,/rqGi_,) 
I 
fi* ca fi* 1 I Ii. = fi* 1 = fi* I 
H2(xi) * &dGlr,Gi) + rqGi/rq+lGi + H,(Xi) + H,(Gi/r,G,) 
I 
m 
fi+l* E fi+j* I 
HdX,+,) + fUG+,/r,Gi+J. 
Here the horizontal sequences are the exact sequences associated with the 
covering spaces over Xi U CA, which correspond to the subgroup r,Gj of Gj = 
rl(Xj U CAj) (j = i - 1, i, i + 1) (see [l], XVI, $9, 4(a)). Then since f;+,* in the second 
column is an isomorphism by (*) above, assumption (ii) implies $(Imfi*) = Im+ in the 
left hand square. Furthermore, in the above diagram, the homomorphisms fi* in- 
dicated by = are isomorphisms because of (*) above and assumption (i). 
Therefore fi*: r,Gi_,/T,+, Gi-14 r,GJT,+, Gi in the third column is also an isomorphism 
by the five lemma. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3 in the case of R = Z by 
induction on 4. 
For the general case, the ring R is actually the ring Z, of integers localized at 
P = {p: prime, l/p 6E R}. Thus, we can consider the P-localization functor L of the 
category of all nilpotent groups to itself, denoted by L(G) = G, = G@R for G E N = 
the class of all nilpotent groups, which satisfies the following conditions (see [6], 
Chap. 1): 
(i) G@ R is the usual tensor product functor if G is an abelian group. 
(ii) L is an exact functor on N. 
(iii) H,(G@R) = H,(G;Z)@R as functors on iV. 
Moreover, note that G/T,G is nilpotent for any group G. Then we obtain com- 
mutative diagrams of exact sequences from the above two diagrams by applying the 
functor OR, and we obtain Proposition 3 in general in the same way as. the above 
proof for R = Z. 
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The assumption that f,,: H,(X,; R)+ H,(X,; R) is an epimorphism is sufficient to 
get condition (ii) in Proposition 3 in case X, = X,, and fn = id(n 2 2). Thus we have 
COROLLARY A (Stallings [l 11). Let f: X0+ X, be a map such that 
(i) f*: H,(X,; R)+ H,(X,; R) is an isomorphism, and 
(ii) f,: 29,(X,; R)+ H2(X,; R) is an epimorphism. 
Then f*: Y*(X,; R)-+ 2*(X,; R) is an isomorphism. 
In the following, F, denotes the free group of rank n. 
COROLLARY B. Let h: G + F, be a homomorphism such that h,: H,(G; R)+ 
H,(F,; R) is an isomorphism. Then h,: 2’*(G; R)+L?*(F,; R) is also an isomorphism. 
Proof. Realize h by a map K(G, 1) + K(F,, 1) between Eilenberg-MacLane com- 
plexes. Then since H,(F,; R) = 0, Corollary B follows immediately from Corollary A. 
COROLLARY C. Let X be a complex with n connected components X,, X2, * * * ,X, 
such that H,(Xi; Z) is of finite type and H,(Xi; R) = R for i = 1, - - * ,n. Then there is an 
isomorphism 9*(X; R) = 2’*(F,; R). 
Proof. By assumption, we see that H’(Xi; Z) = Z and there is a map fi: Xi * S’ 
with fi*: H,(Xi; R) 2 H,(S’; R). Thus Corollary C follows immediately from Cor- 
rollary B. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let h: F, + G be a homomorphism such that h,: H,(F,; Z)+ 
H,(G;Z) is an isomorphism, and moreover, h *: L?JF,; R)+&(G; R) are isomor- 
phisms for 1 I q 5 m. Then h,: &(F,,; Z)+&(G; Z) are isomorphisms for 15 q 5 m. 
Proof. According to [5], SJF,,; Z) is a free abelian group of finite rank. Note that 
9&G; Z) is generated by &?,(G; Z) algebraically. Since h,: 2’,(F,; Z)+L!?,(G; Z) is an 
epimorphism (in fact, it is an isomorphism, since P,(G;Z) = H,(G;Z)), 
h,: Zb(Fn; Z)- .YJG; Z) is also epimorphism for every q 2 1, and they have the same 
rank by the assumption for m 2 q L 1. Hence h, is an isomorphism for m 5: q 11. 
53. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Now our proof of Theorem 1 in §I will be based on the following 
THEOREM 3 (Main theorem). Assume that a compact connected oriented smooth 
4-manifold W satisfies the following conditions (i)-(iv) where the coefficient ring R is a 
subring with unit of the rational number field Q: 
(i) H,( W; R) = 0, H2( W; R) 2 R” (n: positive integer). 
(ii) The intersection numbers of any pairs of elements in H2( W; R) vanish, includ- 
ing self-intersection numbers. 
(iii) There exists a basis (a,, * 1 * ,a,) of H2(W; R) which is s-separable for some 
positive integer s. 
Then there exist isomorphisms of the associated Lie algebras, 
for 1 s q s s, where F, is the free group of rank n. 
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This theorem follows from 
THEOREM 3'. Under the assumption of theorem 3, there exist polyhedra X0 C X, 
C * - . C X, and 8W C X, satisfying the following properties (i) and (ii); 
(i) Two sequences of polyhedra 
x, c x, c x, c * . . c x,, 
aw c x, c x, c *.. c x, 
are DM-towers over R. 
(ii) Z&X,; R) = ZJF,,; R). 
Proof of Theorem 3 from Theorem 3’. By condition (i) in Theorem 3’ and 
Proposition 3, we have &(a W; R) = L&(X,; R) = L$(X,; R) for 1 I q 5 s. This implies 
Theorem 3 by condition (ii) of Theorem 3’. 
In order to prove Theorem 3’, that is to construct Xk(k = O,l, * * . ,s), we shall 
prepare several lemmas which hold under the assumption of Theorem 3. The proofs 
of some of them are postponed until the next section. 
By the assumption of Theorem 3 and Definition 1 in 01, we shall have the 
following 
LEMMA 1. There exist connected subpolyhedra Si, &(i = 1,2,. * * ,n; k = O,l, . . . ,s) 
of W which satisfy the following conditions @-(iv): 
(i) Si is a closed orientable connected smooth surface, and the homology class [S,], 
[Szlt * * * ,[S,] form a basis of Hz( W; R). 
(ii) Kio is a 4-dimensional submanifold of W, and Si C IntKio C Ki, C Kil 
C . . * C Ki,* 
(iii) Kis, fl KiO = I$ if if j. 
(iv) The inclusion 711: K,k_, C & induces the zero-homomorphism qk* = 
0: Hl(Ki,k_l; R)+H,(Kik; R) fork = I,2, * . . ,S. 
Notation 1. For i = 1, * * . ,n, fix an identification 
Ni = Si X 02 C IntKio (Df: 2-disc) 
of a regular neighbourhood Ni of Si in W (see (ii) in Theorem 3) with the product 
Si X Dz, and set 
N=UyzlNi, Wo= W-IntN. 
Then we will obtain the following lemmas by the assumption of Theorem 3 and the 
results (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. The inclusion 8 W C W, induces an isomorphism H,(a W; R) = I$,( Wo; R). 
LEMMA 3. The inclusion L,,: aN C W, induces two epimorphisms L,,*: H,(aN; R)+ 
H,( Wo; R) and LO. H,(aN;R) --, HA Wo; R). The boundary homorphism 
a: H*(N, aN; R)+ H,(aiV; R) is a monomorphism, Ima = R” is generated by the 
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integral homology classes mi = [* x 6’D’] E H,(aN,; R) (i = 1, - * . ,n) of the meridians 
in aNi, and H,(aN; R) = Imd@Kerb,. 
Moreover, (iv) of Lemma 1 will imply the following 
LEMMA4. h?tk=1,2,**- ,s, and consider the homomorphisms 
H,(aNi; R)+ H1(&-l n Wo; R)+ HI(Kie n Wo; R) 
induced by the inclusions. Then the image of any element CY E HI(Ki,-1 rl WO; R) in 
the last group coincides with the image of rmi for some r E R. 
Now X,, and X, in Theorem 3’ are constructed as follows. 
Notation 2. For i = 1,2, - * - ,n, take polygonal simple closed curves Gil, 
Ci& ’ ’ ’ ,Ciei on Si whose homology classes form a basis of H,(Si; Z). 
LEMMA 5. Let T, = D2 x S’ be a solid torus of genus 1. Then, there are simpiical 
maps $ijI,: aT, -+ Cij X aD? C aN for i = 1,2, * * . ,n; j = 1,2, - * - ,giy satisfying the fol- 
lowing properties: 
(i) Jlii*([* X S’]) = mi in H,(aNi; Z). 
(ii) The image of the element &j*([aD* x *]) in H,(Ki, tl W,,; Z) is zero. 
(iii) {Jlii*([aD’ X *I)/ i = 1, * - . ,n; j = 1, * - * ,gi} forms a basis of KerLg*. 
Proof of Lemma 5 from Lemma 4. H,(aNi; R) = H,(S x aDz; R) has an integral 
basis {mi, Ii,, . . * ,ligi} (lij = [Cij X *]). Lemma 4 shows I, = rijmi in H,(Ki, fI X0; R) for 
some rij E R. Thus, since R is a subring of Q, there are integers aij and bij with 
l/a, E R and a&ii = bijm; in H,(Ki, n Wo; Z). Therefore we can get Lemma 5 by 
taking l(/ij satisfying (i) and &*i*([ aD’ X *]) = a&j - bijmi in H,( aNi; Z). 
Notation 3. Let X0 and X, = W,, U X0 be polyhedra with X0 fl W, = aN defined 
as follows: 
X0 = U,j(aN U ,,IntTJ, Xl = U,j( Wo U ,,IntT,) 
(i = 1, * * * ,n; j = 1, * * * ,gi); 
that is, X0 and X, are obtained by attaching solid tori T,‘s to aN and to W, abstractly 
by the simplicial maps Jiii’S in Lemma 5, respectively. 
Then Lemmas 2, 3 and 5 and Corollary C to Proposition 3 will imply the following 
Lemma 6. Lemma 6 is important in the proof of Theorem 3’ and will be proved in the 
next section. 
LEMMA 6. (i) The inclusions bl: X0 C X,, L;: aW C X, and ~(1: W, c X, induce 
isomorphisms on the l-dimensional homology groups H,(- ; R). 
(ii) L&U-%; RN = 4*(Ht(a W; R)) = L’QHz( Wo; R)) in H2(XI; R). 
(iii) 9*(X,; R) = .Y*(F,; R). 
Furthermore, the polyhedra X2, X,, . . . ,X, will be constructed by the use of 
Lemmas 3 and 4 with the help of the following lem,ma which is independent of the 
assumption of Theorem 3. 
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LEMMA 7. Let h: H,(aT,; R)+ R be a homomorphism where TB is a solid torus of 
genus g. Then there is a simplicial homeomorphism f: aT, + aT,, such that f is the 
identity on some neighbourhood of a given point and the image of 2: Hz(T,, aT,; R)+ 
H,(aT,; R) is mapped to 0 by the composition 
hof,: H,(aT,; R)+H,(aT,;R)-+R. 
LEMMA 8. Let s 2 2. Then there are simplicial maps dij: >T,, + X, for i = 1, 3 * * ,n, 
and j= I,*-- ,gi (T,: solid torus of genus g) satisfying the following conditions (i) 
aqd (ii): 
(i) 4ij(Pgii) C Ki, fl W0 (P, = punctured surface of JT,, i.e. Pg = JT, - IntD*), and 
the restriction of the homomorphism H,(X,; R)+ H2(X,, WO; R) to the subgroup 
generated by the elements 4ij*([aT,]) is an isomorphism. 
(ii) For every pair (i, j), g and 4 denoting gij and 4ij respectively for short, the image 
of H,(T,, aT,; R)+ H,(aT,; R) is mapped to 0 by the composition 
HICaT’; R) C- Hl(Ps; R)- H,(Ki, n Wo; R)- H,(& n WG R). 
d. Vi. 
Proof of Lemma 8 from Notation 3 and Lemmas 3, 4 and 7. 
For every pair (i, j), remember that the attaching map I/J = Jlj: aT, + c?N C W, of X, 
satisfies JIJ[@ x *]) = 0 in Hl(Ki, n WO; 2) by (ii) in Lemma 5. So we can define 
4: T8 +X1 for some g = gij so that c$(P,) is a singular surface in Ki, n W, which 
bounds the null class I(I([aD* x *]) and +(aT, - IntP,) = &(D’ x *), where 6: T, +X, is 
an extension of Cc, such that &(T,) is a round handle in X,. Then we get conclusion (i) 
because c#J<P,> C Ki, n W0 implies r$*([aT,]) = &[D’x *]) in H*(X,, WO; 2) for all 
round handles q(T,). If C#J does not satisfy conclusion (ii), by remarking that Lemma 4 
implies Im& = R, Lemma 7 gives a simplical homeomorphism f: cYT, -+ aT, such that 
4 0 f satisfies (ii). We see that the composition with f does not affect conclusion (i). 
Notation 4. Let s L 2 and let X2 be the polyhedron 
X2 = U,j(X, U,,IntT,,) (i = 1, * * * ,n; j = 1, * * * ,gi) 
obtained by attaching solid tori Tgii’s to X1 by 4ij’S in Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 9. Let s 2 3. Then there are simplical maps &j/I aT,, + 
X2(i=l;..,n; j=l;--,gi; l=l;** ,gij) satisfying the following conditions 
(i) and (ii): 
(i) &it,(Pgii,) C Ki2 n W, and the restriction of the homomorphism H,(X,; R)+ 
H2(X2, Xl; R) to the subgroup generated by the elements 4ij,*([aT,,]) is an isomor- 
phism. 
(ii) For every triple (i, j, I), the image of a: H,(T,,, aT,,: R)+ H,(aT,,, R) is mapped 
to 0 by the composition 
H,(aT,,; R) - H,(P,,; R) - HI(& n WO; R) 
“.’ 
Proof of Lemma 9 from Notation 4, Lemmas 3, 4 and 7. For every i and j, take 
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meridian 2-discs D:(I = 1,. . - ,g) in T,(g = gii) such that a# C Pg and {[a#] 1 I = 
1; ‘. ,g} forms a basis of the image of a: &(T,, c?T,; Z)+ H,(aT,; Z). Then, by (ii) in 
Lemma 8, a,77;*bij*([ao:]) = 0 in HI(KiZ n WO; Z) for some integer al with l/al E R. 
Thus we obtain the existence of g’ = gij/ and 4’ = 4ij, satisfying 4’(P,a> C K;2 tl Wo 
and 4$([aT,. - IntP,,]) = a&ij;ii,([Df]) in Hz(X,, X1; Z), where &ij: TK+ X2 is an exten- 
sion of 4ih Since l/a, E R, we can prove Lemma 9 in the same way as Lemma 8 by 
using Lemma 4 for r&: H,(KiZ fl Wo; R)+H,(Ki, n Wo; R). 
Notation 5. Let X3= Uijl(Xz U+ii,IntT,ij,) (i= 1;. * ,n; j= 1; **gi; 1 = 1; **gij) be 
obtained by attaching solid tori Tgij,‘s to X, by 4ij,‘S in Lemma 8. 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 3’. 
Proof of Theorem 3’. In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 9 and the 
construction of X, based on Lemmas 4 and 8, we can construct X, by attaching solid 
tori to X3, by using Lemma 9 and Lemma 4 for 77;(4 5 s). Thus we can construct 
Xi(i 5 s) successively. In Lemma 6 we have already proved that 2*(X0; R) = 
LL’*(F,; R) and that if W, C X, C X2 is a DM-tower, then both ~9 W, C X, C X, and 
X0 C X1 C X2 are also Dkf-towers. Hence we have only to show that W, C X, C X, 
and Xi-, C Xi-1 C Xi (i = 3,. . * ,s) are DM-towers. 
Consider the exact sequence of the pair (X,, X,): 
&(X2, X,; R)- H,(X,; R)T H,(X,; W- 0. 
a 
Since a above coincides with the composition 
MX,, X,; R) - c HAT,, 87”; R)a_ c H,(aT,; R) 
= i.i ii 
- 2 HO’,; R)- H,(Wo; R)- H,W,; R) 
a i-i 48 
(g = g+ 4 = 4ij), we see that it is a zero map from (ii) of Lemma 8. Thus 
~2~: H,(X,; R)-+ H,(X2; R) is an isomorphism. Consider now the following diagram of 
exact sequences: 
H,(W,; R) 
I 
'If 
HdX2, X,: R)- H,(X,;R)- H2W2; RI 
d 
1 
it . 
'2. 
H2WI, WO; Ri. 
By the construction of X2, j, 0 a coincides with the composition 
HdX2, X,; R)d c HdTg,, aT,,; R) 
= 1.1.1 
= 
7 3 HAaT,,; R) -H,W,; R)+H,W,, Wo; R), 
ml 
where g’ = gij,, 4’ = 4ijl. Thus we see that j, 0 a is an epimorphism from 
TOP 21. No. 
(i) of Lemma 
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8. A simple diagram chasing gives us that IrnL?* = Irn(&?* 0 I,*). That is, W,, C X, C X, 
is a DM-tower. 
We can prove that X, C Xl C X3 is a D&f-tower in the same way by using 
Lemma 9 instead of Lemma 8. Since the construction of Xi (4 I i 5 s) is the same as 
the construction of X,, we have no further difficulties in proving that Xi-2 C Xi_] C Xi 
(4 I i 5 s) is a D&f-tower. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3’ assuming Lemmas 1-4, 6 and 7, which will 
be proved in the next section. 
$4. PROOFS OF SEVERAL LEMMAS IN 83 
Proof of Lemma 1. By assumption (iii) in Theorem 3, there exist subpolyhedra Kik 
of a polyhedron W, which satisfy the conditions in Definition 1 for si = s. Then we 
may replace Kik with the 2-skeleton (Kik)’ of Kjkr for which the conditions in 
Definition 1 remain satisfied. Moreover, we can assume that Kik is connected by 
joining its components by polygonal paths in W” if necessary. Let K’, be the derived 
neighbourhood of Ki, in the second barycentric subdivision of W. Then we see easily 
that Kik is a deformation retract of K\e = K:, U Kil, (k = 1,2, * - * J). Furthermore, 
there exists some cu: E H2(Kh; R) whose image in I-&( W; R) coincides with ai by (i) in 
Definition 1. Since R is a subring of Q, we can choose a positive integer Lli such that 
l/a; E R and Uia: is an integral element, i.e. aia: E Hz(K:O; Z). Then there exists a 
connected closed orientable surfaces Si C IntK:,, representing aia:, and conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Lemma 1 hold. Thus we have Lemma 1, since conditions (iii) and (iv) are 
already satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Consider the commutative diagram 
H2( W; R)- H2( W, a W; R)- HddW; R) 
I 
= 
1 
a 
. . 
1 - 
H’(N; R)- H2( W, Wo; RI - Hd W,; R), z d 
where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusions and the two isomorphisms 
indicated by = are given by PoincarC-Lefschetz duality. Then L* is an isomorphism 
by condition (i) of Lemma 1, the definition of N and Hz( W; R) = R”. Moreover, in 
the exact sequence 
H2( W; JO- H2( W, a W; R)- H,(a W; R)- H,( W; R), 
i d 
the last group is 0 and the first homomorphism i is zero by assumptions (i) and (ii) in 
Theorem 3. Thus a is an isomorphism. On the other hand we see that 
a: Hz( W, WO; R) + H,( WO; R) is also an isomotphism by the exact sequence of the 
pair (W, W,) since Hz( WO; R) + H2( W; R) is an epimorphism. Therefore the above 
diagram yields Lemma 2. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Consider the commutative diagram 
H,(aN; R)- H,(Wo; W- HA W aN; RI 
1 
w 
I I- 
H,(N; R) - H2(W; RI - HA w, N; R) 
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of exact sequences of pairs, where the right hand vertical map is an excision 
isomorphism. Then L* is an isomorphism by condition (i) of Lemma 1 and the 
definition of N. Thus Lo* is an epimorphism. Using the following commutative 
diagram, it is not difficult to see the rest of Lemma 3: 
@ H2(Si x Dz, Si x aD:; R) = H,(N, aN; R) -HA w wo; R) z 
1 
a 
I 
a 
I 
a 
@ H,(S, x aD’; R) = H,(aN; R) - H,(Wo; R) 
Lo’ 
where the homomorphism in the upper row indicated by = is an excision isomorphism 
and 8 on the right is an isomorphism as obtained in the proof of Lemma 2. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Consider the commutative diagram 
Hz(N;, aNi; R) - HkaNi; RI 
= P 1 
a0 
1 4 
HZ(K.k-19 Ki.k-1 fl Wo; R)- Hl(Ki,k-1 n Wo; R)+ Hl(Ki,k-l; R) 
I ” 
4 
I 
, 
'Jk* v;. I- 'lk. 
ffZ(&k, & n Wo; RI - HI(& n Wo; R) - Hl(Kik; R). 
Here the two vertical homomorphisms on the left are excision isomorphisms, the 
homomorphism nk* on the right is the zero homomorphism by condition (iv) of 
Lemma 1, and the two horizontal sequences are exact sequences of pairs. Since 
tn;*q(x) = nk*rq(x) = 0 for any element x E H,(aNi; R), there is an element y E 
Hz(Kik, Kik fl Wo; R) with a2(y) = 4.1);*(x). Therefore we obtain the lemma because 
nk*q(x) = ni*q&(z) where z = p-‘(T&)-‘(Y) and mi generates Im(ao: Hr(Ni, aNi; R)+ 
Hl(aNi; R)) = R by Lemma 3. 
Proof of Lemma 6. (i) Consider the commutative diagram 
H2(aN) - H2Wo) -H2Wo, aNl)- H&W- H,(X,,)- %(X0, aN) 
I- 
a0 
I Lo’ 
H2( WJ - fJ2Wd - H,W,, Wo) - Hl( Wo)- H,Wl)--+ Hl (Xl, Wo) 
II 
4 
I, 
i,. 21. 
of exact sequences of pairs, where the coefficient ring R is omitted for brevity. Then, 
by definition of X0 and Xl and property (iii) of I(lii in Lemma 5, we see immediately 
that the isomorphic groups H,(X,, aN) and H,(X,, Wo) vanish, a, is a monomorphism 
and Ima, = Kerbo*. On the other hand, t o*: (H,(aN)-+ H,( Wo) is an epimorphism by 
Lemma 3 and al is zero from condition (ii) Lemma 5. Thus L;* and L,* are 
isomorphisms on H,, and L;*: H,(aW; R)+H,(X,; R) is also an isomorphism as a 
composition of two isomorphisms L’,‘* and H,(aW; R) = H,( Wo; R) in Lemma 2. 
(ii) Moreover, &(aN; R)+H2(Xo; R) in the above diagram is an epimorphism, 
because a, is a monomorphism. And Lo*: &(aN; R) --) H2( Wo; R) is an epimorphism 
by Lemma 3. Thus ImL, = Im(L;, 0 Lo*) = ImL;‘, on Hz. To show that Imb;, = Imb’;,, 
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consider the commutative diagram 
Hd-JG; R) Hdw, wo; Jo- HAN, aN; R) 
T‘i* ~ ~ = II 
H2(a W; R) - H2( W; RI - H,(aN; R) 
lp 9-;;: \ ‘* TJ 
HA W; R) 6(X,, Wo; R)- HdXo, JN; RI 52 
where the two horizontal maps indicated by 2: are excision isomorphisms and the twd 
diagonals are exact sequences of pairs. Then, by Lemma 5, we obtain that the image 
of a: H,(Ni, aNi; R)+ Hz(aNi; R) coincides with the direct sum of the images of the 
induced homomorphisms $ii*: Hz(aTI; R)+ Hz(aNi; R) for j = 1, * * . ,gi, because ima 
is the direct summand H,(#; R)@H,(Si; R) of Hz(aNi; R) = Hl(Si x Df; R). Thus, 
by the definition of X0, the images of the two a’s on the right of the above diagram 
coincide with each other, and hence Kerb’/, = Kerb;:. On the other hand, since p in 
the above diagram is an epimorphism by assumption (ii) in Theorem 3, there is an 
element y E H,(aW; R) such that p(y) = L;;(X) for any element x E H2( WO; R). 
Then, we obtain L;;(X) = &‘/q(y) = i&(y) from the two equalities L;(X) = b;;(q(y)), 
Kerb’,‘, = KerL$. This means that Im& > ImL’/,, and hence we get the equality 
Im& = Iml;,. 
(iii) By definition, we see that X0 has n components X,,i = Ui(aNi U,,IntT,) 
(i= 1;. . ,n), and H,(Xoi; R) = R by the above proof of (i) and Lemma 3. Thus we 
obtain the desired isomorphism by Corollary C to Proposition 3. 
Proof of Lemma 7. (i) The case when R = Z and h is an epimotphism. Let (ai, pi)$=l be a 
symplectic basis of H,(aT,;Z) such that (pi)?=, is a basis of Im(a:H,( Tg, a_T,;Z)+ H,(aT,; 
Z)) and (b*ai)f=l is a basis of Im(b*:H1(aTs;Z)+ H,(T,;Z)), and let ((ui, pi)!=! be another 
symplectic basis of H,(aT,;Z) such that h((YJ = 1 and Ei(i = 2, * * * ,g), /$i (i = 1, * * - ,g) 
form a basis of Ker h. Such a basis exists. In fact we can select ((Y,, &) with properties that 
(i) h(EJ = 1 and (ii) f(x) = x * 6, (f or all x E H,(aT,; Z)) since the intersection pairing is 
regular; and take a symplectic basis ((Yi, @i)y=2 of the orthogonal complement of the 
subgroup of H,(aT,;Z) generated by 5, and PI. Referring to a classical fact[7, p. 1781, 
there exists a homeomorphism f: JT, = aT, with f*(ai) = dii, f*(Pi) = pi (i = 1, * * * ,g). We 
may assume that f fixes a neighbourhood of a given point. Such an f is as desired. 
(ii) General case. Let 4: H,(aT,; Z) + Hz(aT,; R) be the mod R reduction 
homomorphism. Since H,(JT,; Z) is finitely generated, Im(ho 4) is isomorphic to Z or 
0. Thus, the proof reduces to case (i). 
55. TOPOLOGICAL EMBEDDINGS 
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 2 in 01. In fact, we can show the 
following 
THEOREM 4. Let f: S2+ W be a topological embedding where W is a PL manifold. 
Then there is a neighbourhood of U of f(S2) such that the homomorphism L*: m,(U)+ 
q(W) induced by the inclusion is zero. 
Proof. Since S2 and W are ANR’s, there is a neighbourhood U of f(S2) and a map 
g: U x I+ W with the properties (i) g(x, 0) = x (x E V), (ii) g(x, t) = x (x E f(S’), 
t E I) and (iii) g(x, 1) E f (S*)(x E U), (see [0], p. 251). We may assume that 
U is compact. Then U is the desired neighbourhood of f(S2) since any map 
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h: S’ -_, U is homotopic to a map h’: S’ + f(S*) in W via g, and f(S’) is simply 
connected. 
Proof of Theorem 2 in $1. Let fi: S2 + W be mutually disjoint topological embed- 
dings, and Vl;” be neighbourhoods of fi(S’) which are mutually disjoint (i = 1, * * * ,n). 
By Theorem 4, we get smaller neighbourhoods Uy, of fi(S*) which are mutually 
disjoint and the homomorphism 7r,( U’,“) E T,( V$“) is zero (i = 1, * - * ,n). Then, apply- 
ing Theorem 4 inductively on i, we can construct towers of open neighbourhoods 
L@’ , u’” > . . . 3 UC such that the homomorphism 7r,( Uy,)-+ r,( Vj”,) is zero 
where Cl( Uy’) is compact and Cl( UT,) C Uy!, for i = 1, . * * ,n; j = 1, * * - ,2s. Let Ki, 
be a polygonal neighbourhood of fi(S*) in V:i,, and let Kij be a polygonal neighbour- 
hood of Cl( U’“_ 2s 2J+1) in Uyj-zj (i = 1, * * * ,n ; j = 1, * * - ,S). Since Kij C U:l;‘_*j C 
U:is)-zj-, C Kij+, and the homomorphism 7r,(L&I)+ m,( Uyj_2I_,) is zero SO is 
Hl(Kj; R)'HI(Ki,j+l; 
H2(W; R)). Hence, 
therefore [fi(S2)] (i = 1, 
Corollary 2 follows 
section. 
R), and since fi(S*> C Kio, [f(S’)] E Im(Hz(&; R)+ 
the K,I satisfy the condition of Definition 1, and 
* * ,n) are strongly s-separable for every s 5 0. 
immediately from Theorem 2 and Theorem 5 in the next 
46. THE MILNOR fi-INVARIANTS OF LINKS AND EXAMPLES 
Let L C S’ be a polygonal link with n components L,, * * * ,L, and N = U y=,Ni a 
regular neighbourhood of L with L, C Nie Let ml and li E G = r,(S3 - L) be meridians 
and longitudes for Li. (They have the indeterminacy of the conjugacy.) F, denotes the 
free group with free generators xl, - - * ,x,. The Magnus expansion a: F, + 
U(Z[[w,, * * . ,w,]]) (the unit group of the non-commutative power series ring over Z) 
is defined by @(Xi) = 1 + Wi (i = 1, * - * * ,n). 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 5. f*: FJ,F, -+ G/I’,G is an epimorphism for every q L 1. 
Proof. Since the Lie algebra Z*(G) is generated by Z’,(G), the induced homomor- 
phism &cf); ~,JF.)+~q(G) is an epimorphism for every q 2 1 if 5?,(f) is an epimor- 
phism. And in our case, 9,cf) is an isomorphism by definition of f. Then, applying five 
lemma in the commutative diagram 
l- ZJFd- Fnlr,.+, Fn - Fn/I-,Fn - 1 
1 J 1 
l-&(G) - G/r,+,G - G/r,G -1, 
we see that f,: F,/T,F, + G/r,G are epimorphisms by induction on q. 
Milnor ([lo], Theorem 4) asserts that there are elements 17, E F. (i = 
l;.. ,n; q = 1,2, * * *) such that the kernel of the composite 
F, - G - Glr,G 
I 
is the normal closure of {(Xi, IT,)/ i = 1, - * * ,n} U r,F, and f(lt,)lf’ E r,G. Since the 
composite is an epimorphism by Proposition 5, G/T,G has a presentation 
FJ((X, It,) = 1 (i = 1, * . . ,n), T,F, = 1). 
Let 
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be the expansion of the element It,, and let &(j, . . . ki) E Z/I be the residue class of 
FcLp(j, . . . ki) where Z is an ideal of Z generated by certain coefficients pq(j, . . . j& 
d < k. Then Milnor proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM. If k < q, then p(jl . . . jki) = &(j, . . . jki) is independent of q, and is a 
topologicaf isotopy invariant of a given link L for every 1 5 j,, . . . ,jk, i 5 n. 
Remark. Stallings [ill (see also Casson 121) proved a stronger fact that the 
invariants fi are topological cobordism invariants. 
The precise form of I is not necessary in this note (for details, see [lo]). We only 
need the following fact: 
(*) Let r< 4. Then 17, E T,+,F, iff @(j, - - - jki) = 0 for every j,, * * * ,A (rz k 2 1). 
This follows immediately from the following elementary property of the Magnus 
expansion [6]: 
(**) Let a(g)= 2 2 . * * j$, aj,-..jkWj, . ’ ’ wjk* 
k=O j,=l 
Then aj ,... jk = 0 for every j,, . * ’ ,j& (4 2 k 2 1) iff g E I’,+,F,,. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 6. The following three conditions for a given link L are equivalent: 
(9 Iz(il * * - j&) = 0 for every j), . . ,j&(k 5 4). 
(ii) Ii E T,7rl(S3 - L), i = 1,. . . ,n. 
(iii) 8,wdS’ -L) is a free graded Lie algebra on generators til,. . . 61~ E 
9’,rl(S3 - L) in the range * 1 (I. 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from the equivalence and 
implication 17, E T,F,, - rP+,Fn(s(xj, 17,) E r,+,F, -r,+,F,J rank TP+,(G) < 
rank &,+,(F.> for every i and q > p. (i) e (ii) follows from the fact (*) above. 
Since ?r,(aW,) has the presentation r,(aW,) = r,(S3 - L)/(I, = . 1 * = I, = l), we 
can prove the following theorem quite similarly to the proof of Proposition 6. 
THEOREM 5. The following three conditions for a given polygonal link L with n 
components are equivalent: 
(9 @(iI . . ’ jk> = 0 for every j!, _ ’ j&(k 5 q). 
(ii) lj E rqT,(s3-- L) (i = 1,. 3). 
(iii) _%‘*a,(8 W,) is a free graded Lie algebra in the range * 5 q - 1. 
Theorem 1, Corollaries 1 and 2 in $1 follow immediately from Theorems 3-5. 
Computation of the examples in $1. According to Milnor [lo], the p-invariant 
y(ll . 1 ’ 122) of L@’ in Example 1 does not vanish. Then we obtain 
z*,+,( W,) # 3’zg+l(Fz) by Theorem 5. This implies that (a(LIp’), a(LiP’)) is not (2p + l)- 
separable by Theorem 3. Example 2 is described by a similar argument, i.e. Lc4’ is not 
(4 - l)-separable since fi( 123 4 . . 9) # 0 (see [9,10]). 
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